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Canadian Economic Overview
With the end of the COVID-19 pandemic seemingly in sight, due to the benign Omicron variant becoming
wide-spread/endemic, the global economy was thrown another curveball in the first quarter, as Russia invaded
Ukraine on February 24, 2022
The economic implications so far have been sharp energy price spikes (WTI Crude Oil reached as high as $130 USD
per barrel)¹ and further disruptions in funding markets as the western world aggressively added financial sanctions
to Russia – creating an exasperation of inflationary pressures and tightening of financial conditions
This is an unfavourable development as the world was desperately trying to repair its supply chains in the aftermath
of COVID-19 and will now have to suffer another set-back
Lagging economic data is showing a solid recovery – in the latest reported quarter (Q4 2021), Canadian real gross
domestic product (“GDP”) rose 1.6%²
The unemployment rate was 5.3% in March 2022, which is now the lowest rate on record since comparable data
became available in 1976³
Canada's economy and labour market have adapted and evolved in response to several challenges, including
the gradual easing of public health measures, record-high job vacancies, and supply chain disruptions
A tight job market, elevated household savings rate (6.4% in Q4 2021)⁴, supply-chain disruptions, and geopolitical
risk to energy prices continue to underpin a higher rate of inflation relative to what was experienced in the 2010s
Evidence of this is Canada’s latest headline inflation rate for March 2022, as measured by the consumer price index
(“CPI”), reaching its highest reading since January 1991 and increasing 6.7% from a year ago⁵
Price increases were broad-based in March 2022 pinching the pocketbooks of Canadians
Consumers paid higher prices for gasoline and groceries compared with the same month a year earlier
Shelter costs continued to trend higher, rising at the fastest year-over-year pace since August 1983
Resultingly, the Bank of Canada has responded with two separate rate hikes – the first at 0.25% and the second
at 0.50%⁶ to counter the inflationary pressure

1. Koyfin, 2. Statistics Canada, 3. Statistics Canada,
4. Statistics Canada, 5. Statistics Canada, 6. Bank of Canada
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Canadian Real Estate Outlook
Office⁷
> Canada’s national office market experienced a further rise in its
vacancy rate to 16.3% in Q1 2022 (+0.5% Q/Q)
> Interestingly, western markets led the country with positive
absorption figures, particularly in Calgary and Edmonton – this may
be an early sign of a long-awaited improvement in these markets,
likely driven by inflating global energy prices
> Despite a quarter of vacancy increases, office market conditions
remain balanced in the downtown centres of Vancouver, Ottawa,
and Toronto

Summary
Overall, market activity was robust over the
quarter as sentiment remains positive. Downtown
cores have been bolstered by the recent easing of
lockdown measures and the outlook is optimistic
with many businesses set to more formally return
to in-person work soon. The long-term picture for
this asset class continues to reveal itself slowly, but
remains murky given the rolling lockdowns caused
by the pandemic.

> Tech tenant demand has largely continued, and direct vacancy
remains in the single digits
> On a national basis, construction levels remained largely
stable, decreasing slightly to 14.7 million square feet, as nearly
686,000 square feet of space was delivered in the first quarter
that was 71.2% pre-leased

Industrial⁸
> The national industrial market continues to set new availability
rate records as the metric continued its downward trend to 1.6%
in Q1 2022
> Edmonton and Calgary saw the largest quarterly decreases in
availability rates, falling 1.1% and 0.8%, respectively
> Solid decreases were also recorded in Winnipeg and Halifax, with
0.4% and 0.3% decreases, respectively
> Canada recorded its strongest quarter of net rental rate growth on
record, rising 17.4% Y/Y to $11.20 per square foot
> Valuations are also rising at their fastest pace on record as evidenced
by a 39.8% Y/Y increase in sales price in Q1 2022

Summary
Development remains the only long-term
solution; however, supply-chain disruptions,
swelling construction timelines, and a lack of
developable land mean that solutions will be a
challenge. The 41.7 million square feet of total
under construction only represents 2.2% of existing
inventory – not nearly enough. Fiera Real Estate
(“FRE” or the “Manager”) continues to favour the
fundamentals of this sector and holds an overweight
position across its mandates.

> Construction activity is responding, albeit slowly, rising 17.9% in the
first quarter and representing 6.3 million square feet of new projects

7. CBRE Q1 2022 MarketView, 8. CBRE Q1 2022 MarketView
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Retail
> Aside from the ongoing pandemic, the Canadian bricks and mortar
retail sector is also facing a few other emerging challenges
> Global supply chain bottlenecks may be affecting the availability of
goods on store shelves
> Fundamentals suffered modestly in 2021 with national vacancy rates
stable at an elevated 6.9%⁹

Summary
In the long-term, the Manager expects that
e-commerce sales growth will continue to outpace
bricks and mortar sales and will be very selective by
considering only grocery or drug-anchored centres in
strategic locations primed for re-development.

> On the positive side, Canadian retail sales increased 12.0% Y/Y in
January 2022¹⁰
> It’s also expected that as the global economies continue to open that
more spending will be shifted towards the services sectors, rather
than durable goods
> The elevated household savings rate has been falling over the last few
quarters, but remains elevated at 6.4% in the fourth quarter of 2021,
suggesting future spending power to come
> The national under construction was 10.9 million square feet as at H2
2021 – mixed-use projects account for the majority of this figure¹¹

Multi-Residential¹²
> According to CMHC’s latest Rental Market Report, the average vacancy
rate for purpose-built rental apartments across all Canadian centres
was 3.1% in October 2021, stable from its 3.2% in 2020
> The vacancy rate remains above the low levels of 2018 and 2019,
but in line with its longer-run average
> The rental market universe grew by 40,000 purpose-built rental
apartment units or 1.9% of existing inventory
> Across all surveyed centres, growth in the average rent for
two-bedroom apartments ($1,167 per month) slowed for a second
consecutive year to 3% from 3.5%

Summary
The Manager expects rental growth will begin to
accelerate heading into 2022 and beyond because,
as consistently reiterated, the long-term prospects
for this property type remain strong as homeownership affordability continues to pose a problem
in the country, particularly for lower-income
households. This dynamic should further support
rental demand. Furthermore, Canada welcomed
405,000 new immigrants¹³ in 2021 and it is likely
to welcome more than this over the next few years.
Net international migration is a large contributor
to rental demand since most newcomers to Canada
tend to rent when they arrive.

9. CBRE Q1 2022 MarketView, 10. Statistics Canada , 11. CBRE Q1 2022 MarketView, 12. CMHC 2021 Rental Market Report, 13. CIC NEWS
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LOOKING AHEAD
>

>

According to Fiera Capital, the outlook has
deteriorated given the prospect of slowing
growth and persistently elevated inflation, while
heightened geopolitical turmoil stemming from
the war in Ukraine has exacerbated the alreadyvulnerable macroeconomic landscape
These factors, as highlighted throughout, creates
an increased probability for a “Stagflation”
economic scenario – forecasted as 55%
probability over the next year

>

This base case economic scenario is characterized
by a toxic combination of slowing global growth
and accelerating prices

>

This scenario assumes that inflationary pressures
prove much stickier than previously assumed and
last long enough to become embedded in inflation
expectations, with global economic prospects
subsiding amid the fallout

>

In a world where growth will be difficult to come
by due to aging demographics, Canada has an
immigration tailwind that should help grow its
population faster than other nations, leading to
increased demand for Canadian real estate

>

Future real estate supply also remains relatively
disciplined against past cycles; therefore, should
be likely exceeded by demand

>

Canadian real estate is likely to continue
attracting foreign investor dollars and increasing
its allocation in domestic pension plans , which
will bode well for values

Michael Le Coche Director, Strategy and Research
Gregory Martin Vice President, Strategy, Planning and Analytics

property@fierarealestate.com

ca.fierarealestate.com
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Fiera Real Estate is a leading investment management company with affiliates in various jurisdictions (collectively, “Fiera Real Estate”). The information and opinions expressed herein are
provided for informational purposes only, are subject to change and should not be relied upon as the basis of any investment or disposition decisions. While not exhaustive in nature, these
Important Disclosures provide important information about Fiera Real Estate and its services and are intended to be read and understood in association with all materials available on Fiera
Real Estate’s websites. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All investments pose the risk of loss and there is no guarantee that any of the benefits expressed herein will be
achieved or realized. Valuations and returns are computed and stated in Canadian dollars, unless otherwise noted. The information provided herein does not constitute investment advice
and should not be relied on as such. It should not be considered a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell any security or other financial instrument. It does not take into account any investor’s
particular investment objectives, strategies, tax status or investment horizon. There is no representation or warranty as to the current accuracy of, or responsibility for, decisions based on
such information. Any opinions expressed herein reflect a judgment at the date of publication and are subject to change. Although statements of fact and data contained in this document
have been obtained from, and are based upon, sources that Fiera Real Estate believes to be reliable, Fiera Real Estate does not guarantee their accuracy, and any such information may be
incomplete or condensed. No liability will be accepted for any direct, indirect, incidental or consequential loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of all or any of this material.
Certain information contained in this material constitutes “forward-looking statements,” which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,”
“expect,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” “continue,” or “believe” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Due to various risks and
uncertainties, actual events or results, including actual performance, may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. Views expressed
regarding a particular company, security, industry or market sector should not be considered an indication of trading intent with respect to any funds or accounts managed by any Fiera
Real Estate entity. The information presented in this document is not intended for persons that are citizens of, domiciled or resident in, or entities registered in a country or jurisdiction in
which its distribution, publication, provision or use would violate current laws and regulations.
This material is for the use of intended recipients only and neither the whole nor any part of this material may be duplicated in any form or by any means. Neither should any of this material
be redistributed or disclosed to anyone without the prior consent of Fiera Capital (UK) Limited or Fiera Capital (Germany) GmbH (together “Fiera Capital”).
This document has been issued by Fiera Capital for information purposes only and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to purchase or sell any security or other financial instrument.
Where Fiera Capital provides information in the document, it is provided exclusively for information purposes. The information does not constitute any form of recommendation related to the
personal circumstances of investors or otherwise, nor does it constitute any specific or general recommendation to buy, hold, or sell financial instruments and does not thus create any relationship
between Fiera Capital and any investor. The document may not include all the up-to-date information required to make investment decisions. Other more accurate and relevant sources of
information may exist. Investors should thus diligently inform themselves about the chances and risks of the investments prior to taking investment decisions. In addition to the financial aspects,
this should include, in particular, the legal and tax aspects of the investments. It is strongly recommended that any potential investor should contact a financial adviser and, where required, a
lawyer or tax adviser. The purchase of financial instruments constitutes a high-risk investment and investors may lose a substantial portion or even all of the money they invest. The value of any
investments and any income generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed. Investors should note that past performance should not be seen as an indication of future performance.
Although the material in this document is based on information that Fiera Capital considers reliable, Fiera Capital does not make any warranty or representation (express or implied) in
relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained herein. Any opinions expressed herein reflect a judgment at the date of publication and are subject to
change. Fiera Capital accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of all or any of this material.
Neither Fiera Capital nor any third-party content provider shall be liable for any errors, inaccuracy, delay or updating of the published content of the provided document. Fiera Capital
expressly disclaims all warranties as to the accuracy of the content provided, or as to the use of the information for any purpose, as far as legally possible.
This document may include statements that are, or may be deemed to be, “forward-looking statements”. These forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking
terminology, including the terms “believes”, “estimates”, “anticipates”, “expects”, “intends”, “may”, “will” or “should” or, in each case, their negative or other variations or comparable
terminology. These forward-looking statements include all matters that are not historical facts. They may appear in a number of places throughout this document and include statements
regarding the intentions, beliefs or current expectations of Fiera Capital concerning, amongst other things, the investment objectives and investment policy, financing strategies,
investment performance, results of operations, financial condition, prospects, and dividend policy of the company and the markets in which it, and its portfolio of investments, invest
and/or operate. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the
future. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. The company’s actual investment performance, results of operations, financial condition, dividend policy
and the development of its financing strategies may differ materially from the impression created by the forward-looking statements contained in this document.
United Kingdom: This document is issued by Fiera Capital (UK) Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Fiera Capital (UK) Limited 			
Tel: + 44 (0)20 7518 2100
Queensberry House, 3 Old Burlington Street
Fax: + 44 (0)20 7518 2200
London W1S 3AE 			
Website: fiera.com
European Economic Area (EEA): Fiera Capital (Germany) GmbH (“Fiera Germany”) offers, as a tied agent for the account and under the liability of Netfonds Financial Service GmbH, Heidenkampsweg
73, 20097 Hamburg (NFS), investment brokerage of financial instruments. NFS is a securities institute in accordance with Section 2 (1) WpIG and has the necessary licences from the Federal
Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin). As a tied agent of NFS Netfonds Financial Service GmbH, Fiera Germany are entered in the public register maintained by BaFin at www.bafin.de.
Fiera Capital (Germany) GmbH Tel: +49 69 9202 075-0
Walther-von-Cronberg-Platz 13, 60594 Frankfurt, Germany
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